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“Why is this happening? My roof is fine! Where is the water coming from?”

Problem:  Leaks along the Perimeter & Random Spots on Ceilings,  
Odd Smells, Roof has Soft Spots, but the Roof Membrane looks good...

If your roof really is fine, there are two likely sources and 
one reliable solution.

Source #1: 

Rain leaks through capstones into the walls, then migrates 
through the block into the roof system and is absorbed by 
the plywood decking, roof insulation, trusses/joists. 

Source #2: 

Condensation forms under the roof membrane, and is 
absorbed by the plywood decking, roof insulation, trusses/
joists. 

Illustration on right shows how rain comes in from the top 
and sides of a capstone, and pushes through the brick 
and block walls when sealants are not maintained and/or 
flashings are not properly installed. Sealants, flashings and 
ventilation must be properly maintained or masonry walls 
can become saturated. 

In brick and block construction, on right, water is 
absorbed by the brick and mortar, then travels to the 
interior block wall via mortar bridges (translation: sloppy 
craftsmanship) in the air cavity between the walls. 
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Water damaged trusses to be reinforced with  
WickRight Hanging Truss Brackets™ 

Truss with extreme water damage, needs to be replaced – 
wood so soft a pocket knife easily sticks into it.

More water damage. Roof needs new decking, truss 
reinforcements and WickRight Roof VRS installation 

Leaking from capstones on parapet above this wall. Problem solved by installing 
WickRight Capstone VRS on parapet and WickRight Roof VRS on the roof deck.

When the block is saturated, water migrates into the roof 
system. 

As the temperature of the wall fluctuates, moisture vapor 
cycles up and down, but has no easy exit point. 

Trapped moisture accumulates at the perimeter of 
roof causing mold growth and rot, which overtime can 
compromise the structural integrity of the building.

Water commonly  
gets in under  
caulk on roof  
termination bar.

Brown squiggly line = 
roof insulation
Tan multiple lines =  
plywood roof decking
Wood block =  
trusses or joist

Parapet Wall finished with Limestone or Renaissance Stone Capstone 

Green Arrows =
Driving rain pushing 
into block and 
mortar

Yellow Arrows =
Moisture vapor 
trapped in walls and 
roof system

Globs of gray 
between brick 
and block 
are “mortar 
bridges”

Roof System
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WICKRIGHT ROOF VRS

WICKRIGHT LIMITED 
PRODUCT WARRANTY

WRGC LIMITED 
LABOR WARRANTY

Ventilation is the key to healthy buildings...
WickRight Roof VRS™ is a permanent passive ventilation 
system for the perimeter of your roof. It vents moisture from 
the parapets and the roof system. Roof VRS protects your 
building from condensation accumulation and roof rot.

Roof VRS can be installed as a stand alone system or paired 
with WickRight Capstone, Clip Coping or Coping VRS as 
part of a complete parapet and roof ventilation system.

If your building has persistent leaks or sagging ceilings call a 
home inspector or WickRight immediately. 

Installation of WickRight passive ventilation helps stop mold 
growth and rot by allowing trapped moisture to dry quickly, 
naturally and stay dry.

Relief for saturated joists and truss systems
This illustration, on right, shows how WickRight helps dry 
out wet walls and roof systems. Fresh air moves through 
Capstone VRS creating circulation and draws moisture 
out of the wall. Roof VRS allows moisture to exit the roof 
system, protecting the structural integrity of the building. 
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  Parapet with WickRight Roof VRS, Capstone/Clip Coping/Membrane System

WickRight Roof VRS installed, allows moisture vapor to exit the roof system. When 
finished, openings are covered by counter flashing and bugscreen to prevent rain 
and insects from entering the building.

Mysterious leaking from parapet destroys wall and window in Old Town 8-flat built in 
2010 which had a brand new roof, and was recently tuckpointed and sealed.

WICKRIGHT CLIP COPING VRS WITH 
STANDARD COUNTER FLASHING

WickRight products have a 20-year 
limited manufacturer’s warranty. 
WickRight General Contracting offers a 
10-year limited warranty on labor.

There are 27 Roof VRS installations in 
the Chicago area. For unique situations, 
custom design services are available. 

Yellow Arrows =
Moisture Vapor 
Exiting Wall and
Roof System

Green Arrows = 
Fresh Airflow into
Wall Assembly 
and circulating 
in wall

Roof System

VAPOR RELEASE SYSTEMS™

Solution:  WickRight Vapor Release Systems™ – Allows Walls &  
Roof Systems to Breathe, Exhausts Heat & Condensation Build-Up


